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The

is going on TV!

Smart Door Lock

Our distribution partners:

October sees the
launch of our brand-new
advertising campaign
with the Yale brand hitting
TV screens across the
nation.

The advert will showcase the beneﬁts of the new Conexis
L1® Smart Door Lock across ITV, Channel 4 and Sky.
Backed by a robust online, social and print campaign,
this is Yale’s biggest ever media spend, helping to drive
consumer demand during a key time for security sales.
For further information please contact your Yale area
sales manager or email marketing@yaledws.co.uk

www.yale.co.uk/smart-living

FREE UPGRADE!
TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH

CHOICE OF
9 COLOURS

FROM A STANDARD
MITRED PVCU LOOKING
FLUSH SASH
TO A TRADITIONAL
MORTISE & TENON
LOOKING FLUSH SASH

12-PAGE COLOUR BROCHURE AVAILABLE

EVERY INSTALLATION IS A FREE
ADVERT FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

Taking the time to sell the Timberlook Flush Sash
to customers will pay dividends in high margin
new business from friends, neighbours & relatives.

Timberlook is the new Flush Sash Window from
Affordable Windows. It boasts a square mortise &
tenon looking fabrication for both sash and
outerframe, instead of the tell-tale mitred joints
that would normally identify a window as being
fabricated from PVCu.

Additionally, the Timberlook Flush Sash has a
70mm back to front frame size to make
installation fast, a slim 60mm sash to replicate a
timber sash, and a night latch as standard.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION
ON-SITE GLAZING - 70MM FRAME
60MM SASH SIZE
NIGHT LATCH
AS STANDARD

The internal appearance also replicates a timber
window with an ovalo feature frame and a choice
of stylish window furniture

WWW.AWCG.CO.UK

With unique options such as a deep bottom rail
and concealed trickle ventilation, the Timberlook
Flush Sash is almost indistinguishable from the
most expensive flush sash timber windows.
For more information or a quotation, contact:

PHIL MYERS phil@a-w-s.co.uk

TEL 01253 888222 MOB 07817 816663

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS ARE ONE OF THE UK’S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF ALUMINIUM & PVCU WINDOWS, DOORS, & CONSERVATORIES

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS, CORNFORD HOUSE, CORNFORD ROAD, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE FY4 4QQ
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News

Hello Darkness
My Old Friend

Construction businesses in
particular lose a cumulative
three days’ work over the
winter months due to poor
light and more accidents
happen in the first week after
the clocks go back it is
claimed.
New analysis by insurance
provider Direct Line for Business
show construction companies
across the UK could be collectively losing as much as £265
million every year because a
lack of light in winter prevents
employees working.
Last year, construction workers
clocked up an average of 37.9
hours per week during the summer months (April to September),
but only 37.2 hours per week

during winter (October to
March). A total of 20 hours and
22 minutes of working time is
lost over the course of the winter,
nearly three full days’ work, per
employee.
While over the past decade
construction businesses’ hours
have increased, companies are
still losing a fortune in lost productivity because of the enforced
reduction in working hours in
winter. Matt Boatwright, Head of
Direct Line for Business, said:
“Those working in the construction industry are clearly in demand, with the average hours of
work increasing by more than
45 minutes per week over the
last decade. However, the UK’s
construction businesses have al-

ways been restricted in the hours
that they work by the weather,
with poor weather conditions or
light quality having an impact.
“New innovations, such as
Fleetlights, which is a prototype
service that uses a fleet of flying
torch drones, responsive to
movement and controlled via a
bespoke app, could potentially
make the construction industry
more productive. Just a few minutes’ extra work per day can
have a positive impact on a project, and without the burden of
poor light, the construction industry could complete contracts
faster and increase their
business’ earning potential as a
result.” i

There is a lack of knowledge of
the many different entry points to
a career in the built environment
or the construction sectors such
as work experience, internships
and apprenticeships or even undergraduate and graduate programmes a report has found.
Meanwhile, a high percentage of
parents believe that children do not
receive enough careers advice at
school and what advice is available
is too focused on academia.
Against a backdrop of declining
GCSE results, the report shows that parents have significant concerns about the
quality of careers advice on offer to secondary school pupils. It was commissioned by FTSE 250 construction and
services giant Kier and points to a need
for business and government to do
more to improve out of date advice.
As the construction/built environment sector battles a fundamental

image problem, with pupils and parents not appreciating the breadth of
career opportunities on offer in the
sector – as well as the industry needing to take on 400,000 new recruits
per annum to keep pace with the
UK’s growing housing and infrastructure demand – this is about averting a
£90 billion UK GDP crisis says Kier.
As part of the report, a study of
2,000 secondary school teachers,
parents and careers advisors was undertaken to assess perceptions of careers advice and career options for
school leavers, and specifically to
gauge their understanding of construction and the built environment.
The study identified 90% of teachers across the UK are unaware of the
scale of the recruitment shortfall in the
construction sector, with 41% not realising there is an issue at all.
It also found that 54% of teachers
and parents believe there is a lack of

career
progression
in
construction/the built environment
and associate the industry with being
muddy, manual, male dominated
and low paid thanks to outdated perceptions. This is despite the fact that
the industry provides a wealth of opportunity across all skillsets.
In part, lack of knowledge is being
compounded by a lack of detailed
careers advice. The report found that
over half of pupils (65%) aged 11-13
get no official advice and only a
quarter of 13-15 year olds (27%) got
‘one hour, once’ of careers advice.
The report also found that 57% of
parents say rising tuition fees put them
off encouraging university as an option for their children, yet 81% of parents were unaware that major FTSE
companies can pay the cost of a degree course and offer a guaranteed
entry point into work upon completion of studies. i

News

Stay Alert,
Don’t Get Hurt
‘Casualty rates increase with
the arrival of darker evenings
and worsening weather conditions. This year, the end of daylight saving takes place when
clocks go back an hour at
2:00am on Sunday October 29’.
This is a statement by VPS Site Security who do qualify it with the following: ‘Few statistics record
accidents on construction sites after
the autumn time change but road
casualties recorded by RoSPA and
telematics companies are a guide
to the potential risks building workers may face. Every autumn when
the clocks go back and it gets
darker earlier in the day, road casualties rise, by as much as 30% between the hours of 5:00pm and
8:00pm - and overall 10% in the
month after the daylight saving
change’. In addition, more thefts
occur during the darker late afternoons and early evening times following the clock changes. VPS Site
Security are highlighting their Stay
Alert, Don't Get Hurt Daylight
Safety Campaign with these 5 simple steps that can help construction
sites reduce the risks:
• Prepare - Issue a Safety Alert on

Monday October 23rd and remind
people on Friday 27th. Warn workers of the risks of the clocks going
back - changes to their sleep patterns can affect their alertness. People may think they are gaining an
extra hour's sleep, but often they
over-compensate by staying up later
than they usually do, increasing the
changes to their sleep rhythm. Construction workers need to be aware
that dusk comes an hour earlier,
when more accidents occur and
they may be less alert, so they need
to take extra care, particularly in the
first week after the change.
• Check lighting on the site.
Check to see if there is sufficient
lighting on-site that lights the work
areas for people to work safely.
Bring in extra lighting if necessary,
or introduce extra floodlights as
part of the Safety Alert, a way to
draw attention to the added risks of
the end of daylight saving. If you
are using timers for the lighting, or
arranging them to be turned on
manually, ensure the timers are
brought in-line with the daylight-saving changes. Turning them on before dusk again raises the alert and
awareness.

Construction
companies,
contractors and suppliers interested in working on Cardiff
University’s £300 million Innovation Campus are being invited to ‘meet the bidders.’
The half-day event in Cardiff
Business School’s Postgraduate
Teaching Centre on November
16 will introduce major construc- “Our ‘Meet the Bidders’ event is
tion companies hoping to build designed to give companies
the Campus to potential sub-con- early access to the bidders for the
tractors and suppliers.
construction and fit-out contract,
Chris Strong, Portfolio Director, which we expect to announce at
Cardiff Innovation Campus, said: the end of December 2017.

• Stay ahead with Improved
Safety and Security: If you haven't
already, consider installing CCTV
or video-verified camera systems,
which not only protect a site from intruders and unauthorised trespassers, but also provides a safety
audit for the site, and helps encourage preventative interventions before an incident occurs.
• To reduce opportunist crime,
check your perimeter - inspect all
fencing and access points thoroughly, and check them regularly.
Rectify any detected weaknesses or
tampered areas immediately. Sometimes you are too close to your own
site to see the wood for the trees an independent assessor can offer
a free assessment and review of
your safety and security.
• Use the Stay Alert, Don't get
Hurt Safety Campaign poster available to download for free on
the VPS Site Security website. Copy
it and display at every site. i

“Inviting expressions of interest
from supply chain providers now
will help ease the start of the
build in 2018. We are interested
in talking to a range of contractors and suppliers, from heavy
plant operators through to companies providing office fixtures
and fittings.” i
Picture: Cardiff University. To
book your place at the
‘Meet the Bidders’ event,
please visit Cardiff
University's Eventbrite page
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Choose Made for Trade

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors
Quote turnaround within 2 hrs
Up to 1200mm sash widths

UK

Stock colours : White, Black,
Grey, Grey on White
Email: bifolds@madefortrade.co
Call: 01642 610799
* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and
Fax: 01642 671026
specification of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour.
www.madefortrade.co
* Postcode restrictions apply

Certass & TRR FIT Show Column

Do You Want to be a
Trailblazer?
The way Apprenticeships
are delivered is changing.
In a radical shake-up, the
Government created a new
department some time ago
called the ‘Institute for Apprenticeships’ (IfA). The output of this department is
now starting to see deliverables to industry.
The goal of the IfA is to raise
the quality of apprenticeships
to the highest possible standard with apprenticeships
being respected and placed
just as highly as other educational options such as university
degrees.
Apprenticeships based on
NVQ’s have lost a lot of the
quality perception of those
prior to the 1990s NVQ age.
Often NVQs (National Vocational Qualifications) have
been the butt of many a joke
with NVQ standing for ‘Not
Very Qualified’. Luckily, Government has recognised the issues and attempted to stop the
rot with an Apprenticeship reboot, as Apprenticeships are a
vital part of industry providing
the skilled workers vital to keep
businesses operating.
Trailblazers
Trailblazers are led by industry – the Trailblazer group
writes the new standards and
creates the end point assessment criteria of the apprentice
to ensure they can do the job
once they have finished training. As Trailblazer standards
are developed, National Occupational Standards (which
NVQ’s are based on) are
8 | Certass & TRR Column |The Installer

Apprenticeship Trailblazers
are coming to create the
standard for industry.
Certass – and YOUR industry
needs your input. Take a
Survey or email to become
even more involved

has been a fast learning curve
for all involved, particularly the
IfA who have changed the
criteria for submissions several
times as best practice has
developed. We know this has
been a frustrating process for
not just us but many other
groups. You are asked for a
revision and by the time that is
delivered then the requirements
have
changed.
This
is
particularly hard on slower
moving groups. But Certass
does what Certass does best
(with the support of the group)
it innovates, responds and delivers. In 2017, we have made
3 major revision applications
being phased out. Indeed, try- with a vast number of minor
ing to incorporate an existing amendments.
NVQ into a Trailblazer stanJoin the survey or get even
dard is frowned upon.
more involved
The group now has outline
Fenestration Trailblazers
Certass, as an organisation approval for the standard,
that worked closely with others which incorporates fenestration
in the development of the soon survey & installation and we
to be updated MTC (Minimum now need wider industry views
Technical Competence), felt it to get the standard published.
appropriate to become in- We have therefore created a
volved in Trailblazer standards. survey which allows wider
We, in partnership with Con- industry to comment.
In anticipation of any help
struction Skills Centre (a training provider that has a great you can provide we, at
deal of knowledge of the fund- Certass, say thank you. i
ing requirements for Trailblazer), contacted the IfA to set It can be found at
up a Trailblazer group for fen- certass.typeform.com/
estration. We then found a to/KtMmek
number of employers willing to
put in the time and effort to pro- If you want to get more
vide their feedback as the stan- involved then email
info@certass.co.uk with
dard was developed.
Now, the IfA is a new Gov- subject:
ernment department and Trail- Involve me – Fenestration
blazer is a new initiative. So it Trailblazer
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* Offer applicable to new customers on your first roof only, based on
a like for like comparison
www.madefortrade.co
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Cover Story

Why
Will
Yale
Shine
On TV?

October will see Channel 4,
Sky and ITV all running adverts
for Yale – and the Conexis L1
Smart Door Lock.
The adverts will showcase the
benefits of the new Conexis L1
Smart Door Lock and will highlight how the Smart Living solution
can add convenience to everyday lives as well as giving peace
of mind about home security.
Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director for Yale, said:
“This is the first time in recent
years that we have used TV as a
platform to target UK homeowners. We’re excited to see the Yale
brand in living rooms across the
country."

Professional installation
Atkinson continued: “As part of
our research for this campaign,
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This October sees the
launch of a brand new
advertising campaign with
the Yale brand hitting TV
screens nationwide

independent focus groups were
carried out to gauge consumer
opinions. One of the main findings showed that 80% of consumers would want the Conexis
L1 professionally installed. This
provides a huge opportunity for
the trade to promote their services
and enter a rapidly developing
connected smart home market.”
App control
Research also found that 55% of
UK homeowners like the idea of
being able to control their home
security through an app, with
41% of those surveyed wanting a
Smart Door Lock in their home.
“By showcasing the Conexis L1
Smart Door Lock, the new TV advertisement is aiming to capitalise
on this increased awareness and
demand for smart door locks,

helping to drive sales for our
trade partners and reinforce Yale
as the security brand of choice,”
said Atkinson.
Other channels
Backed by a robust online and social media campaign, this is
Yale’s biggest ever media spend,
helping to drive consumer demand during a key time for security sales when the nights start
getting darker and burglaries increase.
Atkinson added: “Yale is a globally renowned brand and the
leading home security company
in the UK. This recognition puts us
in a strong position as homeowners instantly recognise the yellow
circle and associate our products
with trust and reliability. Our TV
advert will serve to reinforce this
positon.” i
To help fabricators,
distributors and installers
take full advantage of this
lucrative opportunity,Yale
has a wide range of
promotional materials
available to customers.
Simply contact your Yale
Sales Manager or call
t. 01902 366800 for more
details
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TAKE THE CHALLENGE
FASTEST

Glazed in seconds

No cutting or drilling onsite, without silicone, clip fit
finishing caps – Fastest fit on
the market

STRONGEST

WARMEST

Ability to withstand ‘Live’ loads
over twice that of the leading
competitor. A 6x4m roof can
support up to 8 tonnes

Thermal PVC T Bar, Thermally
broken eaves beam and industry
leading Q-Lon Gaskets.

Performance
Engineering

As featured at the FITShow,
search for our YouTube
video and see the
Korniche fully fitted
Under
in under 6 minutes

Up to 3m x 2.5m with
no rafters

SLIMMEST

SUPPORT

6 mins

Uninterrupted Sight
Lines
Patent pending end boss
enabling hips to merge into ridge

Traditional features in
contemporary design give
‘Timber’ like looks suitable for all
properties
Narrowest external ridge profile

No tie bars required

3.5kN
/m2

Best for specifiers the ideal trade
lantern

Brand, point of sale and
marketing support helping save
time and maximise profit from
sales and on-site.
Online trade KwikQuote tool

Email: sales@korniche.co.uk
Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.korniche.co.uk

TM

Fully thermally
broken construction

U Value from 1.2

PLUS

ONLY 5
WORKING
DAYS LEAD
TIME
FULL SALES
SUPPORT AND
NATIONWIDE
DELIVERY
CONTACT US TODAY
FOR A QUOTE

Technical Article

Box Gutter Problems – Condensation
& Cold

The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical/Legal
Column

In the last issue, our expert technical writer, Don
Waterworth, looked at installing box gutters when you
undertake roofline work (having previously looked at
the problems of properly incorporating box gutters
when replacing conservatory roofs with solid roofs). This
issue, he looks at the issue of condensation forming on
the underside of a box gutter
A particular problem which
occurs regularly is condensation forming on the underside of a box gutter, writes our
expert technical author, Don
Waterworth. Invariably this is
due to inadequate or incorrectly set insulation to the underside and indeed sides of
the box gutter.
A common occurrence is that a
conservatory roof supplier will
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supply the black 2mm sticky
foam for you to stick to the underside of the metal box gutter
for the purpose of insulating the
gutter.
This product does not work!
Why insulate?
The sole purpose of insulating
the underside of the box gutter is
to ensure that the warmer air
from inside the conservatory cannot permeate through the plasterboard or under cloaking of
any gaps in the under cloaking
and/or the insulation and meet
the metal box gutter.
Should this occur, then this
warm air meeting the cold metal
can quickly form as condensation (dew point). Should this
occur, them your customer will
be plagued with damp patched
to the underside of the box
gutter.
In the attached photograph,
the under cloaking is a PVC
board – the condensation shows
as a damp shadow.

Don Waterworth BSc
(Hons) FCABE MEWI
Chartered Building
Engineer / Building
Surveyor
Expert Witness
Accredited Mediator
Founder of the MWCIA

Should the under cloaking
have been plasterboard, then
clear damp patches would have
been evidenced.
The right insulation
You need to ensure that your supplier supplies you with the right
type of insulation. This could typically be the Kingspan or similar
25mm thick or so.
It is also vitally important that
there are no gaps between the
insulation and that all joints are
taped with the tape recommended by the insulation manufacturer.
Do not assume that your conservatory roof supplier has carried out tests or calculations
regarding this problem. For
should the problem occur with
one of your customers, you will
quickly realise that you will have
to sort it out yourself. i
Ask the questions of your
supplier. You do not need
the hassle. Best, Don

We hold the
KEY to keep
you in the
FRAME
With 20 years of trading under our
belt we know what you need to grow
your business. At Keyframe UK we
believe that strong relationships are
what’s most important to the growth
of our business.
Book a call with our expert team:

01204 705 718

KEYFRAME UK

LIMITED

• Fast Lead Times
• Outstanding Range of Products
• Cutting Edge Technology
• On Time Delivery, Nationwide
• Trade and Commercial
• Over 23 years in the Industry
• Exceptional Customer Service
• Industry Leading Brands

KEYFRAME UK LTD

Units 29 / 32 Lyon Industrial Estate Moss Road Kearsley Bolton Lancashire BL4 8NB

Phone 01204 705 718 • Fax 01204 60 40 50
Email enquiries@keyframeuk.com • Web www.keyframeuk.co.uk

Speciality Doors & Windows

Real Aluminium
Lights Up Bath

An extensive range of aluminium products from REAL Aluminium has brought style to an
exclusive new property development on the edge of Bath
The selection of REAL Aluminium windows, doors and
a lantern roof have been
chosen by Bristol based installer Panoramic to complete
a
£multi-million
scheme, which sits south of
the River Avon.
The developer – Annexe of
Bath – bought the site and
knocked down the bungalow that
once stood there to make way for
a stunning development of five
three-storey townhouses.
With an asking price of more
than £1 million for each property,
every single building component
specified within the development
14|Speciality Doors & Windows | The Installer

needed to be contemporary, stylish and of high quality.
Having finalised the designs
with his architect, the developer
approached Panoramic to supply
all the windows and doors for the
development. He was impressed
with the crisp, clean lines of the
REAL Aluminium range which
would make the most of the incredible views across the valley
from any vantage point. Steve
Evans, Panoramic MD, says: “It
is essential to get every detail
right on a project of this calibre
and glass was absolutely fundamental to the success of the design. With wide openings on

each level to soak up the views,
the windows and doors needed
to create drama and add to the
sense of space and light.
“The developer examined REAL
Aluminium and knew it was perfect for this scheme. The expanse
of glazing has connected each
property to the o
utside vista,
whilst the aluminium frames contrast beautifully with the cream
render and grey cladding. This is
a sensational development and it
has generated a high level of interest in the region.
With each of the five properties
selling well before completion, it’s
a dream project.”

Speciality Doors & Windows
With each of the five properties selling well before completion, it’s a dream project.”
The project
The development consists of four spacious terraced
townhouses in one building and a separate three
bedroomed property, which is located close by.
The aluminium windows in RAL 7016 were installed throughout the four properties in the main
building. To open up the large open-plan living
area to the outside terrace and garden beyond,
bi-folding doors were fitted on the ground level of
each home. Sliding doors were specified for the
middle level and French doors were chosen for
the upper level. Ultra-modern glazed balconies
were also installed on to these two levels to take
advantage of the views.
The design for the detached property also incorporated aluminium windows, French doors, sliding doors and a lantern roof to bathe the large
living area with light.
This property stands close to a conservation
area which protects the habitat of native bats and
this posed an unusual challenge for Panoramic.
The team had to integrate specially designed electric blinds in to all the doors to restrict the amount
of artificial light emitted from the building to avoid
disturbing the bats.
Manufacture
The REAL range of aluminium windows, bi-folding doors, sliding doors, French doors, residential doors, composite doors, lantern roofs and flat
rooflights is manufactured in a dedicated factory,
which holds more than 100 miles of aluminium
extrusions in stock in the four most popular
colours. Lead times for REAL are just two weeks.
REAL Aluminium is part of the Customade
Group. i
Pictures: An extensive range of aluminium
products from REAL Aluminium has brought
style to an exclusive new property
development on the edge of Bath
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In The Pursuit Of
Excellence
First class customer service begins with processes and people, says Mike Price, Solidor
Group Operations Director.

First class customer service
and effibegins with processes and
c ie n t l y
people, says Mike Price, Solisolves
dor
Group
Operations
it, are
Director.
u s e d
The To be truly successful, I bealonglieve you have to put service at
s id e
the very heart of a company. In
everyfact, it is widely acknowledged day performance targets to measthat consumers will pay more for ure success.
a product if they know they will
New manufacturing processes,
receive superior service. Recent new systems and a review of our
research from The Institute of Cus- logistics set up has significantly
tomer Service suggests that UK improved our efficiency and enconsumers would on average abled us to focus on service. This
pay 17% extra.
change of emphasis has conImagine being able to add tributed to a 100% OTIF (On
17% to your prices simply be- Time, In Full) delivery rate for Solicause your customer service is dor and Residor in June, July, and
better than the competition!
August this year.
But achieving service excellence is trickier than it sounds - Logistics
and often requires a major cul- Residor and Solidor share their
tural shift among employees.
online ordering system and the
factories are designed to handle
Pride and ownership
the manufacture and logistics of
Our philosophy at Solidor is we both. We know how frustrating it
don’t want customer service to be is for customers when deliveries
just good - we want it to be the are late - they have to rearrange
best. To do that it’s i
mportant their schedules and pacify houseevery employee in every depart- holders annoyed by having to
ment feels their contribution mat- reschedule the installation. So,
ters and takes pride in delivering we strive for a high OTIF rate,
a fantastic product alongside ex- which has been running at
cellent service.
99.87% for the past year. ReachEach member is given owner- ing 100% this summer is a suship of the job – transparency of perb achievement and although
performance figures helps with it may be not be possible to keep
this – and it also breeds healthy this up indefinitely, we’re cercompetition. For example, ‘good tainly aiming for it.
saves’, where a team member
A recent incident demonstrates
identifies a problem and quietly our staff's level of commitment.
16|Speciality Doors & Windows | The Installer

When a delivery truck broke
down before its first drop of the
day, Danny Barnett, Logistics
Manager, organised a team from
the factory to take two vans to
transfer the product and get it to
the customers on time. The customers never knew there had
been a problem and the team
who went out to help were genuinely excited to be part of the solution.
Service also means making it
easy to buy
Ordering via Solidor Cloud
makes it easy for the customer to
select the exact door they want
from the huge choice available.
It’s easy to use and as intuitive as
possible. It works on any device,
anywhere, anytime.
Heads in the Cloud
We’re continually aiming for the
next milestone and we will soon
be introducing a features to Solidor Cloud to make it even easier
to order, including order tracking, order history, email confirmations and new payment
options. And we haven’t forgotten that our customers sometimes
want to speak to a person, so we
have a dedicated telephone line
for customers manned with a
team of people who are trained
to help. i
Pictures: Mike Price and a
scene from the factory floor

Speciality Doors & Windows

Guidance Links Linc
To Pilot Installation
Llys Yr Efail is a housing
scheme for older people and
contains 35 self-contained
one and two bedroom flats
over three floors, as well as a
lower ground floor comprising communal facilities with
a lift to all floors.
Richard Hallett, Development
Manager at Linc said: “In March
2016 we invited potential tenderers to express their interest in bidding for the project to replace the
300 plus windows and doors on
our housing scheme in Blaenau
Gwent. We received a lot of interest but after vetting the responses and shortlisting the bids,
we decided to partner with
Bowater Projects, as its bid was
the most competitive.”
Over 200 casement windows,
from The Veka UK Group, in the
Halo System10 profile were
specified for this project, as well
as nine doors – all of which deliver a number of benefits to the
end users. For example, the lowlevel gasket design of the windows avoids an unsightly black
border appearance, and makes
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Bowater Projects’ technical
advice has been critical to
the success of Linc Cymru
Housing Association’s
commitment to upgrade its
residential scheme Llys Yr
Efail in Blaenau Gwent
Picture: The Linc Cymru
Housing Association’s
project
the maximum area of glass visible. This allows as much daylight
as possible to flood the interior of
a room, which can improve the
health and well-being of those living within the building.

inclusion of anti-glare tinted glass
on the south facing communal
areas, which was a recommendation from the RNIB after a compliance survey was completed.
“In addition, on the housing
complex there were projecting
bays and eaves combination windows, so the design of the replacement windows was critical
to the success of the scheme.
Therefore, Bowater Projects proposed to pilot an installation of a
Halo System10 casement window and roof lights, prior to the
commencement of the main project. This was to enable detailed
design queries to be thoroughly
established and resolved before
the actual production and installation commenced. In fact, these
particular windows could have
easily caused extensive delays
and additional costs but the pilot
arrangement eliminated these potential problems and benefited all
parties concerned.”

The tender
Hallett continued: “Within the tender document we set out the overall design and specification,
however during our pre-contract
discussions with Bowater, the
company informed us of a number of technical matters that
needed to be addressed. This included the use of heavy-duty
hinges on the wide opening win- Pilot installations
dows, which exceeded the maxi- Bowater Projects offers a pilot inmum specification width; and the stallation on all schemes, as part
of its service, to understand if
there are any particular issues,
agree with the client how the windows will be finished and also
allow the end users to see how
the new fenestration will look.
Denise Long, Scheme Manager
at Llys Yr Efail concluded: “Bowater Projects managed to complete
the project with very minimal disruption and inconvenience. And
with regards to the windows and
doors that were installed, the
noise and warmth levels have improved significantly within each
of our tenants’ flats.” i

Speciality Doors & Windows

In the Name of the
Sovereign

Phoenix Doors has
rebranded its Continental
and County composite
Phoenix Doors has re- door ranges under the
branded its Continental and ‘Sovereign’ brand
County composite door
ranges under the ‘Sovereign’
to offer a wide choice in convenience of a key-opening
44mm flush-fitting composite and statement handle appeardoors along with new door ance – whatever the door style.
styles, modern glazing de- We have greatly increased the
signs and improved locking choice for our customers.”
According to Statham, Soversystems.
“The big news is that both the eign represents the latest evoluconventional lift-up lever handle tion of their composite doors
multi-point locking system and the thanks to advances in lock and
latest slam-shut locks with an es- hardware design. “Latest develcutcheon are now available opments in hardware have crethroughout the Sovereign range.” ated locking systems with smaller
explains
director
Haydon backsets. This means they can be
positioned between the edge of
Statham.
“This satisfies those customers the door and the glass, opening
fond of the traditional door han- up greater scope in door dedle and others who prefer the sign,” he says.
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The addition of a GU auto-engage lock across the range is
proving popular and Statham
predicts that by next summer,
60% of the doors Phoenix sell will
be using this style of lock. Homeowners like the added convenience of securing their properties
as the lock engages when the
door is pulled shut and simply
opened again with the turn of a
key.
Statham adds: “This type of
lock looks much slicker, leaner
and modern and consequently
by introducing it across the product range, it’s possible to have a
traditional door style with the latest up-to-date security system.” i

Warwick Development Ltd
We currently have a MASSIVE discount on all UPVC products, why not take advantage of our none obligatory
quotes to see how much you could save!
We also provide FREE nationwide delivery on all order!

All prices shown are already
discounted + VAT
UPVC casement windows
glazed and delivered
anywhere in the UK

Using the Eurocell profile gives us the confidence that our
products are not only high quality bu are
sustainable as many
of the systems are made from 100% recycled UPVCcomponents.

Using Smart systems, we’re able to provide a large range of
products for both commercial and domestic projects. We’re able to
manufacture windows, doors, sliding doors, bi-folds and many
more!
We are happy to now be manufacturing Heritage Slimline range.
Points for Heritage Range;
Designed as a direct replacement for steel windows and doors
Available in multiple configurations
Super thin aluminium frames
Quality polyester powder coat as standard
1.5 W/m2K U Values
Tape or gasket glazed &Multi point locking
BS 6375 Part 1 certified

Speciality Doors & Windows

Attracting Today’s
Door Shopper
Shepley continues to add further design options to its Visage
Composite
Door
Collection. The latest update
sees new satin glass styles
available to installers looking
to offer more choice.
The new satin glass options include, traditional, contemporary
and modern designs.
“Installers are driving the demand for quality, choice and
even speed of delivery when it
comes to composite doors,” says
Tony Ball at Shepley.
“Because Shepley is one of the
largest fabricators that manufacture both PVC-U windows and
composite doors, we understand
how important it is for installers to
be able to offer their customers
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You only have to look down
the street to see the
different door designs,
colours and finishing
touches that homeowners
go for. That’s why Shepley
continues to add further
design options to its Visage
Composite Door Collection

plenty of design options, in a
quick turnaround too.”
The new satin glass range adds
more choice to the 37 door
styles, 17 colours and exclusive
glass designs available on Visage composite doors and there’s
a dedicated Visage composite
door designer on Shepley’s website. i
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BLINDS IN JUST 10 DAYS
ORDER TODAY
To find out why you should offer your
customers Uni-Blinds integral blinds,
call us now.

Tel: 0113 277 8722
Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723
Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd, Unit 3, Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way, Leeds LS27 0HH

www.morleyglass.co.uk
from

Lead Generation

New Name – Same
Goals

Independent Network (previously known as Network Veka)
is still the installer support organisation powered by the
systems supplier the Veka Group

Established more than 20
years ago as Network Veka,
Independent Network has
continued to evolve in 2017
with new branding but its reputation for quality products,
workmanship and customer
service remains unchanged.
Veka Group’s Marketing Director, Dawn Brickwood, discusses
how connecting with customers is
at the heart of Independent Network’s lead generation strategy.
Independent Network is known
throughout the industry as the elite
installer organisation, with benefits that are well understood by
members, both current and
prospective. The figures speak for
themselves, with more than
230,000 installations and £1 billion in sales over a two-decade
history.
Much of that success can be
credited to conscientious member
companies that have engaged
with the organisation and promoted its benefits to homeowners
to win a 97% average customer
satisfaction rating.
Industry awareness though
doesn’t always translate into consumer awareness. That is why we
have focussed on targeting homeowners directly, offering them a
variety of channels through which
to make an enquiry or seek out
an Independent Network installer
in their area.
We have always eschewed the
‘hard sell’ tactics that became a
damaging industry stereotype in
the ‘80s and ‘90s and we remain
true to the approach of promoting
ourselves as the trustworthy option for consumers already in the
market for new windows, doors
and conservatories.
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Consumer research
We invested heavily in consumer
research in the early part of the
year, reinforcing who our main
targets are and giving us a
deeper understanding of their priorities, how they research home
improvement purchases - and
generally what makes them tick.

Demographics
With industry forecasts looking
broadly flat and consumer confidence remaining fragile, the importance of lead generation in
the coming years is vital. There
are areas of growth in product
types and also certain demographics still spending strongly. It
is the combination of utilising this
consumer insight along with a diverse range of communication
channels to target the right consumers with the right messages to
generate the highest quality
leads.
One-size-fits-all, discount driven
offers are simply not what Independent Network is about, our
customers place quality and trust
as key to their purchase decision.
Brand values
Our promotion of Independent
Network to the consumer follows
them throughout their purchase
journey – from raising awareness
of the brand, to driving consideration focusing on our members’
consumer testimonials and to engagement with our local members
delivering the brand promise at
the point of purchase.
Consumer press
National and regional titles, both
online and in print, remain an important part of our marketing mix,

with ever-more sophisticated
ways to gauge the effectiveness
of coverage, allowing us to focus
on the most relevant publications.
Our press office actively seeks out
opportunities to highlight both
product offering and service quality to consumers to reinforce Independent Network as the most
trusted installer network.

Online strategies
Digital is a key part of our communications strategy. As well as
the typical PPC and SEO strategies which are key to lead generation, we have created a range
of digital content that can be
posted across a variety of platforms, to illustrate the difference
that potential customers can expect with an Independent Network installer.
Social media
Social media is a powerful tool
for communicating our content.
Our presence on the most suitable
and popular platforms allows us
to connect with consumers and interact with member companies
and existing and potential
customers.
All traffic is directed to our 'find
an installer' page and leads are
driven to our members to follow up.
The upshot of this activity has
been an increase in leads of
113% in 2016, with figures for
this year set to continue that rise.
Independent Network though, is
never content to rest on its laurels
in any respect and we will continue to explore new ways of engaging with customers and
directing them to a service that
delivers on its advertising
promise. i

D E S I G N // M A N U F A C T U R E // D E L I V E R Y

0191 455 8866

trade@premierroofsystems.co.uk

0191 447 6618

Mon-Thu 8:00-16:30
Friday 8:00-15:15

// R O O F L A N T E R N S

// C O N S E R V A T O R Y R O O F S

W W W . P R E M I E R R O O F S Y S T E M S . C O . U K
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

QUICK QUOTE TURNAROUND

Unit 8 Tyne Point Industrial Estate, Shaftesbury Avenue, Jarrow, NE32 3UP
PREMIER ROOF SYSTEMS LIMITED // Company No. 07584655 // VAT No. GB109652217

The GGF Health & Safety Column

40 Years of
Health & Safety and
Still Improving
We’ve had health and safety type regulations in place to protect workers going back to
1843 when government inspectors were appointed for the factories, mines and railways –
but in reality, what we are accustomed to today has been evolving now for just 40 years,
writes Phil Pinnington the resident H&S expert at the GGF
Health & Safety has been the
cultural norm in the UK for
over 40 years now.
The UK is still recognised as
the leader in Health & Safety. European legislation was developed with the UK model in
mind. The Health and Safety Executive are regularly called upon
to advise countries still grappling
with minimum standards. So
where are we 40 years on?
The discipline often receives
bad press ‘elf and safety gone
mad’ is the popular sub-text.
What doesn’t make the news,
though, is what Health and
Safety does effectively.
In my 12 years as a practioner
I’ve seen a slow but inexorable
shift away from ‘Health & Safety
says’ to ‘Making Health & Safety
applicable to me’.
At this point I have to declare
my position on the matter. I’m a
strong advocate for sensible risk
management and ownership, so
the move is one I wholeheartedly
endorse.

courage good safety management and leadership, is certainly
welcomed.
This comes at a cost and Trade
Associations such as the GGF,
who are working partners with
HSE, are expected to take our
place and foster good Health &
Safety practices procedures,
minimum standards and culture.

Safety culture
There have been years of research into what does a good
safety culture look like. Some
global companies have poured
significant resources into developing a culture with varying success.
Those
who
have
succeeded have flourished.
Those who haven’t fared as well
as they had hoped have gone
back to the drawing board. The
important point is however that
they haven’t given up.
To simply have policies that
tick the regulation boxes isn’t
enough and business’s that have
successful safety cultures have
brought their workforce on
Ticking the box
board. There’s clear evidence
Tick box exercises do not im- from studies that without the coprove safety. In fact, they are operation and inclusion of your
counterproductive. Hearing the employees, adopting the right
HSE’s strategy for the next five safety culture becomes extremely
years, whereby they want to en- draining.
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GGF GLASS Charter Merit
Scheme
Communication and consultation is one area that the GGF is
promoting through the GGF
GLASS Charter Merit Scheme.
I’m regularly impressed by the
innovation and enterprise that
applicants to the scheme have
used to bring the Health &
Safety conversation into the
workplace,
yet
sometimes
they’re unaware that a conversation in the lunch or coffee
break can just as easily be a
consultation as a formal meeting
is. I advocate both the formal
and the informal - getting buy-in
and adopting H&S conscious attitudes is the name of a game
with people at its heart. i

It’s the high quality bifolds
you exxpect, at a price you
wouldn’t believve!

At Astraseal you can get our aluminium bifold doors for just £497 per sash glazed,
with a 2 week lead time when ordered in white or 7016 grey
Three panel aluminium
bifold from only

£1,491

Four panel aluminium
bifold from only

£1,988

Five panel aluminium
bifold from only

£2,485

A low price doesn’t mean poor quality. As standard, our doors come with the new Smart integrated cill
threshold, which is a fully weather sealed low threshold, incorporating a projecting cill. A further beneﬁt is the
presence of the, also new, bottom roller with steel pin for dead loading (this eliminates sashes from dropping).
Poor quality bi-folds with inferior hardware can cost you money, time and damage your reputation.
Save money and enjoy superior quality with Astraseal!

Call 01933 227 233 and get your aluminium bifold doors from Astraseal today!
Astraseal House
Paterson Road
Finedon Road Ind. Est.
Wellingborough
NN8 4EX

T: 01933 270 552
F: 01933 274 852
E: sales@astraseal.com

www.astraseal.co.uk/trade

Trade News

Celebrating Nominations
Astraseal is celebrating as the ﬁrm is shortlisted for
two awards at the G Awards 2017. The
Wellingborough based business is
a ﬁnalist for
‘Customer Care Initiative of the Year’, and for the
‘Fabricator of the Year’ award.
Sales and Marketing Manager, Zac Nedimovic comments:
“The two nominations validate our philosophy at Astraseal of
putting our customers ﬁrst at all times and giving them everything
they need to succeed – whether that’s through products, services
or support.”
Their nomination for ‘Customer Care Initiative’ recognises
ACIN, the ﬁrm’s brand new Approved Commercial Installer
Network. Through ACIN, commercial installers can gain
unprecedented access to projects worth between £50k-£500k in
their local area, where much of the preparation work has already been completed by Astraseal.
Shortlisting for ‘Fabricator of the Year’ comes at a time where Astraseal has once again extended its range. Alongside PVCU and aluminium products from systems houses including Eurocell, Rehau and Synseal, they have added aluminium verandas,
the new Skypod Acute from Eurocell and the Stratus Thermal Lantern Roof. i

It was a double celebration for the Veka Group with nominations in
two categories, as the ﬁnalists for this year's G17 Awards were
announced.
Making the list for both ‘Training & Development Initiative of the Year’ and the
'Unsung Hero Award’ categories – for Head of Human Resources Gabriela
Hammond (pictured) – Veka will also be celebrating the success of its customers;
Glazerite and Thistle Windows & Conservatories, and commercial installer The
Window Company (Contracts) who have all been named as ﬁnalists across various
categories.
Hammond comments: “The vast amount of training, opportunities and employee
beneﬁts on offer at Veka allows us to stand out from the crowd. We value our staff
more than anything and want to ensure that not only is Veka a fun place to be, but
somewhere that employees can be proud to tell others they work at. With attractive
pay packages, a work environment where you feel respected and appreciated,
plus a variety of different training opportunities, we really feel that the training and
development initiatives here are the best around.” i

The Chairman and MD of CDW Systems, Jerry Webb
and Mike Davis recently attended an event organised
by the Prime Minister Theresa May.
The event – which is called ‘The Parliamentary Review’ – took
place in October at the House of Commons and was attended by
political heavyweights such as Phillip Hammond MP and Greg
Clark MP; as well as economic commentators like Andrew Neil.
Jerry Webb, comments: “We are thrilled that CDW Systems
Limited has joined a privileged few in this year’s Parliamentary
Review. Only a handful of companies across the UK are selected
to take part each year and to receive this level of recognition is a
reward for what we have achieved as a team in the
manufacturing and services sector.”
Mike Davis comments: “We were delighted to be asked to
contribute to 2017’s Parliamentary Review and to act as an example of best practice within our sector.
“In our feedback, we have taken the opportunity to look back on the challenges we, as a business, have overcome in the last
25 years whilst also explaining how we intend to continue our growth in the future.” i

Trade News

TV Appearance Prompts Leads
Dekko Window Systems has been inundated with
leads following an appearance on the ITV
programme Love Your Home and Garden, hosted
by Alan Titchmarsh.
Dekko’s RÄUM aluminium bi-folding doors featured
prominently on the ‘Get the Look’ section of the programme,
which shows a close up of key products and guide prices,
and within minutes, enquiries came ﬂooding into the RÄUM
and Dekko websites. Dekko had over 100 leads on the night
of the show, with more ﬁltering in over the following days.
Dekko initially decided to get involved in the programme
after hearing about the tragic circumstances of the family in
Banbury that was going to feature in the episode.
Kurt explains: “The mother had gone almost entirely blind
after suffering a stroke, and was then diagnosed with breast
cancer, forcing her to leave her job. The house was
completely unsuitable for her needs, and Alan Titchmarsh and his team wanted to design a layout that would let more natural light
into the home and allow for an easy transition from the home into the garden. ITV asked if we could supply a set of RÄUM
aluminium bi-folds and we were more than happy to help.”
Sales Director Kurt Greatrex says: “Most enquiries were from homeowners, and we passed these on to our trade customers.
Interestingly though, around 30% of the leads came from businesses such as installers, builders and joiners, so we were able to
go direct to these customers ourselves.” i
Forty of Edgetech’s most valued customers are celebrating ten
years of working with the Coventry based warm edge experts.
As part of an event held earlier this year to mark a decade since Edgetech
began manufacturing in the UK, the ﬁrm brought representatives from a number
of long-standing customers to the stage to present them with a trophy
commemorating their relationship. A special video was also screened that saw
Sales & Marketing Director Alan Fielder and Head of Marketing Charlotte
Davies interview some of those customers, and learn more about how working
with Edgetech has helped their business.
Edgetech MD Chris Alderson says: “At Edgetech, we strive to build lasting,
mutually supportive relationships with our customers – and we’re extremely
proud that we can count so many successful businesses as loyal, long-term
clients.
“It was fantastic to be able to celebrate those partnerships, and demonstrate
our commitment to maintaining and deepening them in the years ahead.” i
Celebrations have been taking place at Customade Group as it toasts
being named ﬁnalist in four categories in the National Fenestration
Awards.
Four divisions within the group are up for gongs in the annual independent awards.
Atlas Glazed Roof Solutions – the creator of the UK’s ﬁnest collection of glazed roof
products – is ﬁnalist in the ‘Conservatory Roof Fabricator’ category, whilst composite door
and PVC-U door panel manufacturer Virtuoso has reached the shortlist in the ‘Composite
and Panelled Doors category’.
Polyframe has been named as ﬁnalist in the ‘Fabricator/Manufacturer’ category and is
the only fabricator on the shortlist to offer ﬁve PVC-U systems. The aluminium brand REAL
Aluminium is hoping to maintain its title of ‘Aluminium Company’ having won the award
last year.
The multiple nominations highlight the unmatched capabilities of the recently enhanced
Customade Group, which merged with Polyframe earlier this year. The group’s product
portfolio now spans across PVC-U and aluminium windows and doors, composite doors,
aluminium glazed roof products, sealed glass units and specialist glazing. i
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Group Marketing Director Claire Miller

Top agency
design but not
the cost

Creative
website design
from £400

We supply cost effective
solutions, for both large
organisations and smaller
enterprises, whether
consumer based or
business to business.
In partnership with
our clients we deliver
successful solutions,
working on an individual
project basis or as a
regular support service.
Whether you are
looking to launch a new
website, revamp an
existing site, manage
your website content,
start selling on the
internet or are looking
at email marketing.
We are here to help.
With over 30 years
experience supplying
design and advertising
solutions for the web
and print, we are ideally
suited to provide you
with the competitive
edge. To be a winner in
your marketplace.

For more
information telephone

07 7 8 4 26 8 6 8 5

or cotact us by email at
info@stevebryant.co.uk
www.stevebryant.co.uk
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Products & Projects

New Webs Enhance Support
Morley Glass & Glazing has launched a new and updated
website, allowing the business to step up its commitment to
customer support and reinforce its reputation as a company
that puts its customers’ needs first.
The latest addition to the business’s enhanced support, the website
www.morleyglass.co.uk includes a ‘members area’ with access to a number
of new training videos. The videos will enhance the company’s service offer
by giving its customers instant access to guidance whenever it is required.
In line with the company’s commitment to raising standards in the industry, improving customer service and ensuring end-user satisfaction, Morley
already delivers training programmes for the installation of motorised integral blinds across the UK. Last year, its two service engineers celebrated the
completion of their 500th programme.
As well as this, Morley Glass has invested in a new customer website,
which integral blinds retailers can use to help consumers make an informed
choice. Found at www.directintegralblinds.co.uk, the new website is easy to
understand and full of useful information, with sections for integral blinds,
glass, inspiration and colours. i morleyglass.co.uk

Airtightness and weather sealing were the priorities
when it came to installing the windows at the new
headquarters of telephone answering service
Moneypenny.
Tremco illbruck was asked to provide a detail for the perimeter
of the windows and supplied three products that helped ensure
the performance of the £15m project surpassed expectations.
The 91,000sq.ft, three storey ofﬁce complex in Wrexham,
North Wales, has large ﬂoor-to-ceiling Velfac windows that
provide the 500 employees with far-reaching views of the
surrounding countryside. These were installed within an
aluminium rain screen, ﬂush with the steel structural framing
system. With the primary line of airtightness at the outer cement
particleboard, the aim was to achieve 3 m³/h.m² at 50 Pa but,
thanks to careful detailing and the use of illbruck products, an

impressive 2.88 m³/h.m² at 50 Pa was achieved.
illbruck products were chosen due to their ease of use and compatibility and the company worked closely with both Pochins,
the main contractor, and the window installer.
Simon Taylor, site manager, Pochins, comments: “tremco illbruck was brilliant. The products and the help and follow-up we
got on site was excellent and we've had no problems since.” i tremco-illbruck.com
Senior Architectural Systems has added a new overswing reversible
window option to its popular PURe range of low U-value aluminium
window and doors.
The overswing aluminium window is fully revisable to enable cleaning to be completed from the inside of the building. Safe, secure and benefitting from the inherent
strength and durability of its slim aluminium frame, the PURe overswing option can help
to reduce maintenance costs and is ideally suited for high-rise projects where access to
the exterior façade can be difficult.
The PURe overswing window has the potential to achieve U-values as low as
0.93W/m2 when calculated as a commercial CEN standard window and provides
exceptional acoustic and thermal performance.
Ideally suited for a wide range of applications, Senior’s PURe range of aluminium
windows and doors have already been specified on a number of contracts in the education, commercial and housing sectors, enjoying particular success in the new-build
residential and student accommodation markets. i seniorarchitectural.co.uk/pure
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Grey is the New Substrate
Deceuninck has announced that its new grey substrate is now
available for its customers to order. Adding to the 26 colourways
already available from stock, the new RAL 7021 (Black Grey) substrate, will help PVC-U fabricators and installers compete against
aluminium.
Deceuninck MD Rob McGlennon comments: “Grey is a popular contemporary
colour choice, architecturally for the commercial market but also increasingly in
the retail arena. So, the new profile option is now available across our range of
casements (including flush sash), tilt-and-turn and fully reversible windows, as
well as for residential, French and patio doors. A great example is the combination of the new grey substrate with our smooth anthracite grey foil finish - the
pairing of which provides a direct comparison to aluminium windows and
doors, but with significant thermal efficiency and cost benefits.
“One in four windows in the UK are now coloured, and Deceuninck predicts
that within five years, colour will represent 50% of our market. By offering this
new grey substrate Deceuninck is reinforcing our position as leaders in colour
for now – and the future.” i deceuninck.co.uk

Rehau’s AGILA sliding door system is now available with ERA’s
enhanced Total Security Guarantee, giving homeowners a lifetime of peace of mind.
Rehau uses bespoke security hardware from ERA for its AGILA sliding doors
to meet the requirements of PAS24, which includes a 12-point locking system
and security handles.
Under ERA’s new Total Security Guarantee, this hardware is now guaranteed
to deliver the ultimate in home security for the lifetime of the doors. In fact, ERA
is so confident that its hardware is the best on the market that under the terms
of its guarantee it will provide a replacement door, free of charge, plus £5,000
compensation should a customer suffer a break-in due to the failure of the hardware.
Recognised by Neighbourhood Watch, ERA’s Total Security Guarantee
scheme is now a key selling point for the AGILA sliding doors and can be used
by both installers promoting the doors to potential customers, and also fabricators looking to differentiate their offer from others. i rehau.co.uk
Respected rooflight company Roof Maker have been
shortlisted for Fabricator of the Year, the most soughtafter category in the prestigious G17 Awards.
Since being bought by private equity group Next Wave Partners LLP in November 2016, the Roof Maker workforce has
grown rapidly, rising from around 59 to 90 employees, as the
firm has spent £250k in rapidly expanding its presence in the
trade sector.
Another £100k has gone into research and development, producing two new cutting-edge products – O-Lite, a distinctive circular roof light, and LuxLite, the highest-specification roof light currently available for pitched roofs.
Triple-glazed, Argon-filled, and offering U-values as low as 0.6
(good enough to meet the demanding Passivhaus standard) Roof
Maker’s new generation of roof lights offer exceptional thermal
efficiency. Together with their toughened glass and 20 year transferable guarantee – twice the industry standard – it’s a level of
performance that marks them out as truly best-in-class. i
roof-maker.co.uk
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QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW)
A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

CALL US TODAY ON

01292 292701
www.qanw.co.uk
QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty
Services Ltd is a member of Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services
Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the
company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).

Products & Projects

A Solid Industry Initiative
Eurocell has launched a pioneering industry initiative in Select – the
sector’s first comprehensive solid conservatory roof approved
installer scheme. Designed to give scheme members a competitive
edge and boost business, Eurocell Select will seek to address homeowners’ fears about product and workmanship quality, encouraging them to engage approved companies to carry out work.
Built upon the company’s Equinox solid conservatory roof range, Eurocell Select
is being operated in partnership with certification body, CERTASS, and is the first
independently audited and accredited scheme for solid roof installations.
The scheme features a two-year workmanship (installation) warranty, an alternative dispute resolution service with no annual fees and low per case fee (from £35
per party) and a comprehensive marketing support package.
Membership will be limited to 150 companies during the introductory period, so
it will be a race against time for professional installers seeking to grow sales and
profit to sign up on a ‘first come, first served’ basis. Those ‘early adopters’ will get
free entry to the scheme, discounted CERTASS accreditation and a significant Eurocell contribution to the first year’s subscriptions. i eurocell-select.co.uk

Eurocell has announced the new Lusso orangerystyle roof system, which adds style and value to conservatory offerings and completes the Eurocell roof
range. Comprising highline gutter and internal pelmet components, Lusso is a modern take on traditional roof design, offering an on-trend orangery effect from standard components –
and without all the extra building work or added cost of structural work to ensure the conservatory can take a fuller roof.
The deep sculptured design of the highline gutter adds a touch
of class and character to a normal conservatory roof, while
neatening up the drainage details, without a visible gutter and
brackets running horizontally.
Not only does Lusso bear a close resemblance to the real
thing, down to its deep perimeter roof and period details; but
it’s also a lightweight, prefabricated system that’s quick and
easy to install onto new roofs and can be retro-fitted to existing
roofs. With a striking depth of up to 413mm, the Lusso pelmet
provides an intelligently designed box section that houses up or
down LED lighting in stainless steel, aluminium, chrome, black
or white. i eurocell.co.uk
Eurocell has added 250 products to its over-the-counter range
bringing the total number available to over 4,000. From loft hatches to laminate flooring, hacksaws to hardhats, the aim of the additions is to ensure that all the day-to-day items that a jobbing
builder might need are at hand.
The company opened over 20 new branches this year, and with a total of over
150 covering Penzance to Inverness, the network can be considered a truly comprehensive national one.
With the roofing season upon us, Eurocell has added two types of insulation:
Celotex GA4000, a general-purpose insulation board and Knauf’s Earthwool Loft
Roll, a 1.14m-wide low-density glass mineral wool quilt for pitched roofs.
And to save even more of those precious minutes on site, Eurocell now offers a
click-and-collect service. Customers can order online using a smartphone, tablet
or laptop and then pick up from their nearest branch. Alternatively, there’s free
delivery within 24 hours for orders over £100. i eurocell.co.uk
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FORGET THE MARKETING MAZE.
GO DIRECT
C TO YOUR NEXT CUSTOMER

Are you still wasting time chasing ghosts?
With Insight Data, one simple log-in gives you the contact
details of 60,000 new trade and commercial prospects.
No more directories, internet searches or old mailing
lists. Just instant access to new customers with in-depth
business information, decision makers and even credit
ratings.

Number of Decision Makers
Fabricators and Installers
Local Builders
Construction Companies
Architects

16,584
27,561
3,231
15,487

Forget the marketing maze and go direct to your next
customer.

For more information, call us today on 01934 808 293
or email hello@insightdata.co.uk for a free demo

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

UP YOUR
MARKETING GAME
If you want to win, you need great PR, creative and digital marketing.
That’s why you should team up with Purplex, the world-class marketing agency for the glass and
glazing industry. We help companies up their marketing game, jump ahead of competitors and stay
top of the leader-board.
With Purplex, we take your business to the next level.

PR AND MEDIA RELATIONS
WEB DESIGN AND E-COMMERCE
DIGITAL MARKETING (SEO/PPC)
ADVERTISING AND LEAD GENERATION
BRANDING AND CREATIVE WORK
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
FILMING AND VIDEO PRODUCTION

Play to win. Call 01934 808 132 and take your business to the next level
E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

www.purplexmarketing.com
@purplexuk

/PurplexMarketing

/purplexmarketing

/purplex-marketing

Scott’s Corner

The UK Fabricator
and Installer Report
Insight Data has published the Insight Report, an in-depth analysis of the UK window,
door and conservatory industry
The Insight Data Insight Report is compiled following
telephone interviews with
over 15,000 companies and
analysis of financial data
spanning the industry.
The full report includes analysis, trends and opinion on the
current state of the industry and
includes detailed information on
fabricators, installers, trade counters and the growth of ‘builder installers’ as well as developments
in products and materials.
Andrew Scott, managing director of Insight Data says: “The industry is facing some of its
toughest challenges yet, but there
are also plenty of opportunities.
Market intelligence is the key to
informed, strategic decisions.”
Overview
The previous Insight Report was
published in 2014. Since then,
the number of window, door and
conservatory companies has
risen and now stands at 15,099.
There has been significant
‘churn’ over the last three years,
with 1,592 firms being removed
from the database and 1,920
businesses added, giving a net
increase of 328, largely consisting of small installation firms.
The companies removed from the

database include those that have
gone out of business, merged,
changed direction/markets or
the owners have retired.
Manufacturers
Across the fenestration industry,
the number of manufacturers
stands at 4,852, of which 4,178
are window and door fabricators, the balance being specialist
composite door, conservatory
roof and sealed unit manufacturers. The number of PVC-U window and door fabricators
continues to decline year-onyear. Now 1,407 companies,
down from 1,534 in 2014.
However, the rate of decline has
slowed.
Small fabricators (100 frames
per week or less) have seen most
upheaval. A significant number
have either ceased manufacturing or invested in growth. This is
reflected in an increased number
of PVC-U fabricators manufacturing 100-250 frames per week
compared to 2014. At the other
end of the scale, the number of
fabricators producing 1,000 +
frames per week has also marginally increased.
Fabricator portfolios
Most PVC-U fabricators are now

offering a broader range of
products - either to improve revenue or margins or to secure customer loyalty. Some companies
have increased their manufactured range, while others are distributing products from specialist
manufacturers.
Fewer PVC-U fabricators are
switching system companies
completely, although more fabricators than ever are manufacturing more than one system.
There are 175 PVC-U fabricators who dual or multi-source,
while a number of mergers/acquisitions have led to several fabricators within a group
manufacturing different systems
to satisfy market demands.
Aluminium
In contrast, aluminium fabricators
have remained consistent over
the last three years at around
800 firms, although the nature of
companies
has
changed.
Smaller commercial aluminium
fabricators have pulled out of
manufacturing or ceased trading, while there has been a significant increase in PVC-U
fabricators now manufacturing
aluminium, with 243 fabricators
manufacturing both materials.


The Insight Report provides in-depth analysis of the industry, including product information, markets and financial data. For a copy of the report contact Insight
Data on 01934 808293 or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
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Scott’s Corner

The UK Fabricator
and Installer Report
Installers

The number of window, door
and conservatory installation
firms has risen over the last three
years to 13,281 firms. The increase has come primarily
among small businesses (1-25
frames per week). In recent
years a significant number of fitters have left their jobs with the
large nationals and set up their
own small installation business,
often sourcing products from an
increasing number of trade
counter outlets.
The vast majority of installation
firms (9,097) are small, fitting 125 windows/doors per week,
while 25% (3,320) are fitting 25
to 100 frames per week, which
is the ‘sweet spot’ for most trade
fabricators.

Fabricator installers
Installers can be split into two
groups, those that fabricate and
install and those that buy-in and
install. While there are exceptions, those that fabricate tend to
be larger and have fared better
financially.
Diversification
Installers have diversified, extending their range of products
to include additional niche window/door products and other
home improvements such as
garage doors and driveways.
One of the most exciting opportunities for installers is renewed
interest in conservatories, although the nature of the product
is changing.
Solid leads
Consumer demand for replacing
conservatories or conservatory
roofs with better performing, allyear-round solutions has risen
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sharply, while over the last three
years several major suppliers
have launched new solid roof
solutions giving installers the opportunity to increase order values and provide larger, more
complex home extensions.
Showrooms
New product innovations have
led to a notable increase in companies investing in showrooms,
which is counter-intuitive in
today’s online market place. Indeed, the number of showrooms
has increased from 3473 in
2014 to 3796 in 2017, reversing a trend in earlier years.
Aluminium and timber
While the number of installers fitting PVC-U windows and doors
has remained largely unchanged, since 2014 there has
been a 40% increase in firms offering aluminium and a 25% increase in timber installers.
6,353 installers now offer aluminium and 5,468 offer timber
products.
Trade counters
Trade counters continue to
evolve with a notable increase in
acquisitions over the last year as
companies focus on distribution
channels and volume. 876 trade
counter depots now supply windows, doors and conservatories,
supplying both small installation
companies and a rapidly increasing number of builders
who offer this product range.
Indeed, the number of builders
who buy-in windows, doors and
conservatories stands at 15,739
firms, well ahead of the 9,553
traditional double-glazing installers who buy-in frames. i
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Adhesive Tapes

Access Systems

Colour Applicators

We have the largest range of
industrial tapes for the glass &
glazing industry

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions

● Security glazing foam tapes ● Mirror safety backing films
● Trim mounted tapes ● Glass transporting pads
● Foam glazing tapes ● High bonding acrylic foams

Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●

● Emergency repair films for broken glass

●

T: 01206 871999

F: 01206 871 998

E: sales@adhere.co.uk www: adhere.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns
GLAZED IN SECONDS

01202 676262
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For beautiful colours guaranteed
to last insist on using

To Advertise
Call Mehreen Haroon 07814
209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Bi-folding Doors

on your
PVCu Profile

Tel: 0121 3268020
Fax: 0121 3271507
www.kolorbond.co.uk
email: enquiries@kolorbond.co.uk

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Email: sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

Be

KOLORBOND

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN

Planning Consultants

Choose Made for Trade
NOW ONLY

£345
per leaf

Including
delivery

£

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors

GET A PRICE
Tel: 01642 610798
COMPARISON
Fax: 01642 671026
bifolds@madefortrade.co
TODAY
www.madefortrade.co

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Aluminium Systems
Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Conservatory Roofs

Fixing Brackets

PROFINDER
Conservatory Roofs

Gaskets
Is your supplier letting you down ?
Manufacturer of Gaskets for all Aluminium and
PVCu Windows, Doors, Shopfronts, Curtain Wall
and Roofing Applications.
•

WE WILL
BEAT ANY*
PRICE

£

GET A PRICE
COMPARISON
TODAY

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
roofs@madefortrade.co
www.madefortrade.co

Doors & Roofing

Pilkington Activ Compatable, no shrinkage,
supplied in Buckets.
•
Carry large stocks of Woolpile, Pressure
Platesand Security Tapes.
•
Nationwide delivery within 48 hours.

CENTRAL EXTRUSIONS LTD
01384 413222 - 01384 413004
www.centralextrusions.co.uk
enquiries@centralextrusions.co.uk
Unit 7 Charlton Drive, Cradley Heath, West Midlands, B64 7BJ

Flyscreens

Recycling
THE
YARD
RECYCLING CENTRE
MISMEASURED WINDOWS &
DOORS MUST BE GLAZED
BOUGHT FOR CASH

01895 239 607
07860 812 675

www.theyardrc.co.uk

Profile Bending

To fill this space
Call Mehreen
Haroon
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Profile Bending

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Veranda Systems

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

■ PVCU profile bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDU
USTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Racking Systems
Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

To advertise
in The Installer
Call Mehreen Haroon
07814 209789

Window openers

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Coorner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

To advertise
in The Installer
Call Mehreen Haroon
07814 209789

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

